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Abstract
Wepropose to extend laser-cooling techniques, so far only achieved for neutralmolecules, tomolecular
anions. A detailed computational study is performed for C2

-molecules stored in Penning traps using
GPUbasedMonteCarlo simulations. Twocooling schemes—Doppler laser cooling andphotodetach-
ment cooling—are investigated.The sympathetic cooling of antiprotons is studied for theDoppler
cooling scheme,where it is shown that cooling of antiprotons to subKelvin temperatures could becomes
feasible,with impacts on thefield of antimatter physics. The presented cooling schemes also have
applications for the generationof cold, negatively chargedparticle sources and for the sympathetic
cooling of othermolecular anions.

1. Introduction

Atomic andmolecular anions are relevant in a variety of differentfields starting from the chemistry of highly
correlated systems [1], the studies of planetary atmospheres [2], negative superhalogens [3] to the interstellarmedium
[4, 5]. The studyof theprocesses inwhich the anions are involved is currently hamperedby their synthesis at ultracold
temperatures.Up tonow, temperatures of at best severalKelvinhave been achieved via supersonic expansionof
anionic gas followedby resistive, buffer gas or electron cooling in cryogenic environments [6–11]. Theutilizationof
laser cooling techniques, routinelyused forneutrals, positive ions andneutralmolecules (SrF,YO,CaF) [12–14],
could for thefirst time allow the investigationof anionic systems at subKelvin temperatures. In abroader perspective,
cooling even a single anion specieswould enable one to cool anyothernegatively chargedparticles via sympathetic
cooling including e−, atomic andmolecular anions and antiprotons.The latter are relevant for antihydrogen (H̄)
experiments, since even thoughfirst spectroscopic results on the1S–2S transitionof H̄ havebeen recently obtained
[15], their current sensitivity toCPTviolations is not yet competitivewith that obtainedwith antiprotons [16, 17]or
positrons [18]. Further,measuring the gravitational interactionbetweenmatter and antimatterwith similar
precisions as has been accomplished formatter experiments [19, 20] requires full control of the external and internal
state of H̄ and temperatures belowmK.More generally, the precisionof future H̄ experiments strongly correlates
with the temperature atwhich H̄ canbeprepared.Current techniques that rely on forming H̄ by interacting p̄ and e+

whichhavebeenpre-cooled in a cryogenicPenning trap achieve H̄ temperatures in the regionof 10 K [15]. The
creationof ultracold H̄ via the resonant charge exchangeof antiprotonswithortho-positronium (o-Ps) is potentially,
limitedonly by the recoil limit of the constituents [21].

This goals of obtaining ultracold H̄ has recently sparked theoretical and experimental investigations to use
laser-cooled atomic anions likeOs− and La− [10, 22–24]. As another approach to this yet-to-be-realized
procedure,molecular anions are a potential candidate for laser cooling down to themK regime and have been
studied in [11]. In [25] a Sisyphus cooling scheme using optical dipole forces was investigated including the
sympathetic cooling of other anions.Here, similarly toDoppler cooling, optical dipole force cooling relies on
multiple lasers that repump the population of the coolant in a quasi closed cycle.

In this article, an easy-to-implement scheme relying only on twooptical transitions is presented as
photodetachment cooling. In this scheme, a selective fractionof C2

-moleculeswithhighkinetic energies canbe
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removedby two-stage laser inducedphotodetachment, hereby reducing the temperature of the remainingparticles
after reachingplasma equilibriumonce again.While commonly applied for the spectroscopyof anionic systems
[26, 27] and recently for the controlledmanipulationof the internal states ofmolecular anions [28], photodetachment
is, to our knowledge, for thefirst time investigated for thepurposeof cooling trapped anions inPenning traps. In [29]
evaporative coolingof anions in a rf trapwas theoretically investigatedusingone laser slightly detunedbelow the
photodetachment threshold. Further, in this article the feasibility of the sympathetic coolingof antiprotons in a
Penning trapunder realistic experimental conditions arediscussedusing theDoppler coolingmethod.Both studies
are performedon themolecular anion C2

-. Amongmanypossible candidates, C2
-has the advantage of awell-known

level structure anddue to its homonuclear character the B Au u
2 2S  P+ decay channel is forbidden [30–34].

Furthermore, it haswell suitedbranching ratios between B v X v0 02 2S ¢ = « S  =( ) ( ) groundvibrational states of
72%andbetween A v X v0 02

1 2
2P ¢ = « S  =( ) ( ) of 96%. In comparison to atomicLa−,molecular C2

-has a
similar dipole transitionbut exhibits nounwantedphotodetachment, nohyperfine structure and canbeproduced at
low sub-eVkinetic energies [35]. Figure 1(a) shows anoverviewof the electronic andvibrational level structure of C2

-

andC2.Thepotential curves of themoleculewere calculatedusing the empirical functionproposed in [36], using
spectroscopic parameters from [32, 37]. The vibrational levels are basedon constants from [37]. ForC2 the curves
where shiftedby the electron affinity EA=3.269.The rot–vib and electronic spectra of C2

-were simulatedusing the
programPGOPHER [38].

2. Sympathetic Doppler cooling of C p2
- ¯

C2
- can be produced fromplasma discharge of acetylene with internal energies in the sub-eV range at densities of

1013 m−3 [35, 39]. After selection of C2
- in amass spectrometer, the anions can be trapped in a Penning trap. In

sequence, p̄ can be trapped in the same Penning trap at a different axial position. Starting from typical
experimental conditions that are achieved at CERN’s AntiprotonDecelerator facility approximately 105 p̄ can be
caught and initially electron-cooled to eV kinetic energies [15, 40–42]. The p̄ can then bemixedwith the C2

- and
with priorly loaded e− using potentialmanipulations, similarly as demonstrated in the preparation of different
charge-to-mass-ratio species plasmas [43, 44]. Using electron cooling after themixing process and considering a
1 TPenning trap at 10 K, temperatures of the eC p2

- -¯ ensemble around 100 K can be realizedwithin a few tens
of seconds [45]. Subsequently, by lowering the axial trapping potential confining the particles allows for
additional evaporative cooling and the preparation of themixed plasma at about 10 K [46].

In the trap theE×Bfield causes an azimuthal drift of the particles about themagnetic field axis. At a same
radius the difference inmass of the two species will result in a difference in centrifugal force andwith that

Figure 1. (a)Molecular potential energy of C2
- versus internuclear separationwith the electronic and vibrational levels including two

neutral C2 (X a,g u
1 3S P+ ) curves [37]. TheX–A (red) cooling transitions and the photodetachment (blue,λpd) transition are indicated

with arrows. (b)Zeeman splitted vib–rot sublevels in a 1 Tfield showing the laser for theDoppler cooling scheme. The electron spin
1

2
is

coupled to the rotational quantumnumberN to form the full angularmomentum J and its projectionMon themagneticfield axis. The v
″=0 and v″=1manifoldof theX state and the excitedA states are shown (not to scale). The twoDoppler cooling lasers (DL, red)
addressing the ground states at 2.54 μmaredepictedwith their detuningsΔν. The six repumping lasers are sketched (RL, gray) at
2.54 μmand4.59 μm, respectively. Reproduced from [25]. CCBY4.0.
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rotation rate. Collisional drag gives rise to a separation of the particles with the lighter p̄ drifting inwards and the
heavier C2

-outwards. In thermal equilibrium the rotation of the plasma is rigid at a frequencyωr [43]. In the
limit of zeroDebye length, the density nj of species j is then determined byωr as nj=2ò0mjωr (Ωj− ωr)/e

2, with
mj andΩj the respectivemass and cyclotron frequency [43]. For the case ofΩj?ωr the plasmawill evolve to a
spheroidal shapewith approximately equal densities andωr=e n/(2ò0B). Axially, the particles oscillate with a
frequencyωz,j=2π×vT,j/2lj, with v kT mT j z j, = the thermal velocity and trapping length lj.

In order to study the effect of sympathetic cooling, figure 2(a) shows a simulation ofDoppler cooling a C p2
- ¯

plasma confined in a 1TPenning trap. TheCoulomb particle–particle interaction and the trapping field is
simulated for a total of 1848 C2

- and 200 p̄with time steps that resolve the cyclotronmotion of the p̄ including
N-body space charge effects. To scale the simulation to experimentally typical particle numbers of N 10p

5~¯
with a particle ratio of N N10C p2

~- ¯ and to investigate possible geometrical plasma effects theCoulomb
interaction force between the particles is increased by a factorCf=5000without affecting the particle-trap
interaction. For this case, the simulation is shown infigure 2(c). The computation is performed on aGPU
running on themass parallel platformCUDA and theN-body algorithmdescribed in [47]. Afifth order
Dormand–Prince integrator is used to calculate the force equation each time step [48].

To implementDoppler cooling in the simulation, the lasers are applied along the z-axis andparallel to themagnetic
trappingfield, that acts as aquantization axis. In this configurationonlyΔM=±1 laser transitions are allowed,
whereas spontaneousdecays fromthe excited states canoccuronΔM=0,±1 transitions. Figure1(b)depicts the
relevant vib–rot C2

- levels in the1 Tfield togetherwith the lasers forDoppler cooling.The transition strength
probabilities of the excited A v N, 0, 1¢ = ¢ = ñ∣ state to theX state vibrational levels are 96, 4, 2×10−6 (percentageof
theFranck–Condon); thenatural linewidthof the excited state isΓsp=2π×3.13 kHz [30, 32–34, 37]. Twonarrow-
band lasers at 2.53μmaddress the two X v N M A v N M, 0, 0, , 0, 1,1

2

1

2
 =  =  =   ¢ = ¢ = ¢ = 

transition.The cooling lasers are reddetuned fromresonancebyΔν. Inorder to achieve aquasi closed transition cycle
of thepopulations twoadditional 2.53μmlasers repump the X v N J, 0, 2, 2.5, 1.5 =  =  = ñ∣ manifoldswith
imprinted sideband structures at 63MHz (Thepower ratios of the carrier,first and secondorder sidebandare
consideredwith amodulation indexof 1.8 as I0≈2I1≈I2). Each repump laser thenaddresses fourΔM=±1
transitions. Fromeachof the twoexcitedA states there are six allowedΔM=0,±1 transitionsback toX into the
J″=1.5, 2.5 states and two transitions into the J″=0.5 states. In a similarway, a total of four additional repump lasers
at 4.59μmare required to address the X v, 1 = ñ∣ ro–vib levels. In total 20 laser induced transitions and32
spontaneousdecays are tobe considered for thequasi closed cycle.

In the limit ofΓsp=δν, assuming typical IR-DFB laser linewidths of a fewMHz in the simulation, the average
cooling force from theDoppler cooling transitions [49, 50] is calculated for each time stepusingEinstein’s rate
equations [51]. In steady-state thepopulation is then evenlydistributedbetween allmolecular substates. Thus,
molecules resonantwith thedetunedDoppler lasers are selected in the force equation and experience anet cooling
force F lA ki i i= per time step,with ki thewave vector of the respective cooling transition i.Here,Ai is theEinstein
coefficient of oneof the twoDoppler cooling transitions and l is the fractionof the steady-state population in the
excited state as l 1 0.045j= å = , as inverse to thenumber of all levels j fromfigure 1(b). For the simulation, the

Figure 2. Simulation of sympathetic cooling in a 1 TPenning trap for a Coulomb factor of (a)Cf=1 and (c)Cf=5000 using a
Doppler cooling force scaled by 104, see text for details. The confidence intervals are obtained fromBoltzmannian fits to the particle
velocity distributions. The temperature evolution of 1848 C2

- (solid, red) and 200 p̄ (dotted, blue) are calculated. In both plots the
laser detunings are adjusted to the half width of theDoppler broadenedVoigt profile in 4 steps fromΔν=−39 MHz to
Δν=−3.4 MHzusing a laser linewidth of δν=1 MHz.Histogramof the axial velocity distribution in (b) forCf=1 and (d) for
Cf=5000 together with the radial plasma profile for three corresponding times for C2

- (red) and p̄ (blue).
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Doppler and repumper lasers are calculatedwith circular polarizations and linewidths of δν=1MHzand linear
polarizations and linewidths of δν=3MHz, respectively. For all lasers a power of 3mWandawaist of 1.5mmis
used.The resulting average cooling force leads to a cooling timeon theorderof several secondsperKelvin. Inorder to
simulate theplasma evolutionover awide temperature rangewithinpractically accessible simulation times the
cooling force used in the following simulations is increasedby a factor of 104.

The particles are initialized at a temperature of∼10 K and at a density of n=8×1011 m−3. For the case of
Cf=1 infigure 2(a) cooling of the C2

- togetherwith sympathetic cooling of p̄ is seen to temperatures of∼4 mK
after 50 ms.Without the factor 104 increase in the cooling force and for the parameters used infigure 2, the
average number of scattered photons then corresponds to 1.3×105, with the velocity removed per photon
recoil from the two cooling transitions as v k mi i C2

D = -. Due to the unpumped X v, 2 = ñ∣ states, after
Doppler cooling a total of 26%of the anions are then expected to end up in these excited vibrational states.

For theplots infigure2, the temperature values areobtained fromBoltzmannianfits of the velocityhistograms in
axial zdirection,pictured infigure 2(b) for p̄ at threedifferent times togetherwith the corresponding radial plasma
profiles in thex–yplane.At C2

- temperatures of 1.3mKthe couplingparameter that describes the correlated systemas
e akT42

0pG = ( )with theWigner–Seitz radiusa=(3/4πn)1/3 approaches values ofΓ∼174,where thefirst-
order liquid-solidphase transition to a crystallineplasma state is expected.The crystallizationprocess is visible in the
formationof radial plasmapatterns as a functionof theplasmaaspect ratios, density andmagneticfield [52],which are
precursors to the formationof bcc-lattice planes [43]. For thepresent trappinggeometry two shells are exhibitedwith
anouter plasma radiusofRp=0.2mm.Nopronounced centrifugal separationof the two species is visible,with the
separation lengthdefinedby l kT m m Rrsep C p

2
p2

w= --(∣ ∣ )¯ reachingvalues ofRp for temperatures ofT∼10mK
[43]. Infigure2(c)usingCf=5000and leaving all otherparameters identical theparticles attain temperatures of 3mK
and500mKfor C2

- and p̄, respectively, after a simulated timeof∼50mswith theonset of a temperaturedifference at
about 3 K. Introducing theCoulomb factorCf effectively scales the couplingparameterΓc=Cf

2/3Γwithac=Cf
1/3a.

At 3 KΓc yields about 174,where the formationof three radial shells are visible for thepresent parameters.Here,with
lsep=Rp centrifugal separationof the two species starts tobe visible at a simulated cooling timeof 20mswith the
lighter p̄ predominantly concentrated in the inner shell limiting the sympathetic cooling via viscousdrag to theouter
C2
-. Further, by increasingCf closebinary collisionsdominate toproduce equipartitionof the axial and radialmotions,

where the equipartition rate becomes exponentially smallwith increasingb/rc, the ratioof thedistanceof the closest
approachb=e2/(4πò0kTz) and the cyclotron radius rc=vT,j/Ωjof the two species [53, 54]. This effect further
contributes to theobserveddifference infinal temperaturebetween the C2

- and p̄.
Wehave further checked an intermediate simulationusingCf=100where the onset of the temperature

differenceoccurs at about 0.2 Kwith thefinal temperatures of 30mK for p̄ and10mKfor C2
- consistentwith a

crystallization and theΓc scaling.The simulations shown infigure 2 indicate that for the typical parameters
considered, sympathetic coolingof p̄ using C2

- is expected toworkover a large rangeof temperatures down to
subKelvin. Further, the sympathetic coolingoccurswithin about 1ms in agreementwith [55]on time scalemuch
faster than the effect of the amplifiedDoppler cooling. This still holds for the simulation including aCoulomb factor.

3. Photodetachment cooling of C2
-

Tocool specieswithmultilevel structures such as C2
-using theDoppler scheme requiresmastering a full set of lasers to

absolute frequencyprecisions on theorderofMHz.Additionally, for species facedwithnarrowdipole transitions
cooling times of theorderofminutes have tobe considered against plasmaheating rates inPenning traps [56]. As a
different coolingmethodwe shall nowstudyphotodetachment cooling relyingononly two lasers.Here, aDoppler
selective laserwith energy E hc 2.53 mD m= (1MHz, 3mW) andawaist of 1mmaddresses the

X v N M, 0, 0, 1

2
 =  =  = ground state. By that a fractionofmolecules in a velocitywindowresonantwith the

laserfield is transferred to the excited state A v N M, 0, 1, ;1

2
¢ = ¢ = ¢ = for cooling the laser frequency is chosen

to selectmoleculeswithhighkinetic energy. Fromthe excitedA state, a second laser atλpd then transfers the
population above thephotodetachment threshold, EA, splitting C2

- intoneutralC2 andphotoelectrons, seefigure1(a).
In ordernot to address the ground states the energy of thephotodetachment laserEpd=hc/λpdmust be

Epd<EA.The corresponding total photodetachment cross sectionσA from the state A v, 0¢ = ñ∣ for varying photon
energyEpd canbe calculated as the sumover thepartial cross sectionsσp for all quantumnumbers iof theC2 states
obeying energy conservation, E PA ipd p FCs s= å( ) [57, 58],whereσp is derivedbyGeltman for homonuclear
diatomic anions in [59] andPFC is the relativeweight of the transition givenby theFranck–Condon factor.A
calculation including themolecular potential energies shown infigure 1(a) results in a lower limit of
σA/cm

2=3.5×10−17 [60, 61]. The cross section forEpd close to the thresholdEA−ED is significantly lower
reachingσA/cm

2∼1×10−19. The expectedphotodetachment rate is then givenbyΓpd=σA I/Epd for a laser
intensity I andhas tobe seen in comparison to the total natural decay rate of the excited state ofΓsp=19.7ms−1

[32, 33]. ExperimentallyΓpd>Γsp can, for example, be realizedwith a frequency-doubledTi:sapphire laser system
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enhanced in a lowfinesse cavity at 380 nm (3.26 eV) close to theEA threshold.While theneutralC2moleculeswill
escape the trappingpotential after photodetachment of C2

-, the releasedphotoelectronswill continue toCoulomb-
interactwith theplasma.Thephotoelectrons’ angular distributionherebydependson the angularmomentumof C2

-.
Thedistribution canbedescribedby theCooper–Zaremodel [62, 63] and for simplicitywill be approximatedby an
isotropic character for the following simulation.Thekinetic energyof thephotoelectrons is dominatedby the residual
binding energy givenby thedifferencebetween the combinedphotonenergy and thephotodetachment threshold,
E E E EAe Dpd= + -- , and can take values ofEe−<0.47 eV.Only the fractionof released electronswhichhave a
kinetic energy projection along the trap axis smaller than the axial confinement potential of the space charge plasmaU
will stay trapped.This canbe expressedby the limit angleβ=acos U Ee-( ) that defines the fractionof trapped
photoelectrons as 1 sin d

0òh f f= -
b

( ) . These electronswill thus continue to equilibratewith theplasmadue to

Coulombcollisions and their coupling to the black-body radiationof the environment.
The described processes are simulated infigure 3(a) for 1000 C2

- particles in a 1 T Penning trap for a
photodetachment rate ofΓpd=85 ms−1 and an axial confinement ofU=20 mV. Employing Einstein’s optical
rate equations on all relevant transitions shown infigure 2(b), the pumping and photodetachment process is
included using theMonte Carlomethod. In the simulation, the plasma isfirst initialized at a density of
n=5×1012 m−3 andT=120 K,which ranges close to temperaturesmeasured using electrostatic plasma
modes [64]. The 2.53 μm laser is blue-detuned from resonance to address only the fraction of anionswith a high
kinetic energy before interactingwith a lightfield atλpd=442 nm.At this wavelength E 20 meVe =- and all
e− are trapped, η=1. By this,molecules with high kinetic are removed from the trapping fields. After reaching

Figure 3. (a) Simulation of photodetachment cooling in a 1 TPenning trap atCf=1 and E 20 meVe =- , see text for detail. The
temperature evolution of initially 1000 C2

- (blue) is simulated together with the created photoelectrons. The initial laser detuning of
the 2.53 μmlaser is set to 1σ of the initial Doppler profile width asΔν=116 MHz and is linearly swept toΔν=84 MHz. (b)
Velocity histograms at three different times with the corresponding radial plasma profile of C2

- (blue) and e− (red). (c)Calculation of
the eC2

- - temperature evolution caused by photoelectronswith energy E 0.46 eVe =- for C2
- (solid, blue) and e− (dashed, red) and

E 20 meVe =- for C2
- (dashed–dotted, dark blue ) and e− (dotted, dark red). N N 1.5eC2 h=- - and initial T 50 KC2 =- .
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equilibriumonce again [65], the remaining eC2
- -plasma are left with amean reduced temperature. This

process is very similar to evaporative cooling as performedwith neutral atoms [66]. The number of C2
- in the

trap decreases until it reaches a saturation level after∼0.35 ms, which is determined by loss of C2
- in unpumped

molecular states. The confidence intervals are obtained fromBoltzmannianfits to the particle velocity
distribution shown infigure 3(b) togetherwith the radial plasma profiles. The temperature evolution for longer
time scales>0.35 ms caused by the released photoelectrons is shown infigure 3(c) forλpd=442 nmand for the
case of 380 nm (E 0.47 eV, 0.21e h= =- ). Here a coupled rate equation calculation of the eC2

- - plasma is
performed including synchrotron radiation [45] in the trapping field. Thefinal parameters of theGPU
simulation fromfigure 3(a) at t=0.34 ms are used as input values forfigure 3(c) as the particle number ratio
and the initial temperature of C2

- and e−. Here, the temperature of the C2
- initially follows similar behavior for

different photodetachment conditions. After approximately 2–5 s the system reaches temperatures of
100–400 K for increasing e− energies before electron cooling dominates. From these two plots one infers that for
the considered density, B field and initial C2

- temperature the photoelectron heating occurs on a time scale about
30 times longer than the photodetachment cooling. Thus, in the overall temperature dynamics a temperature
minimum is seen after∼0.35 ms at 50 K and is found to be robust for different Ee-. It is thus this difference of
time scales of the competing processes which allows for the technique of photodetachment cooling.
Measurements at cold temperature can be then performed in an experimental windowof∼100 ms.

Infigure 4 photodetachment cooling is studied for C2
- at 10 K after electron cooling to the liquid helium

Penning trap environment [67]. At this temperature the cooling is initializedwith identical trap and laser

Figure 4.Photodetachment cooling simulation for C2
- atCf=1 in a 1 T trap. (a)Evolutionof the axial kinetic energyof 1100molecules

after initialization in thermal equilibriumatT=10 KandEe+=20 meV.Thedetuningof the 2.53 μmlaser is linearly swept from initial
Δν=60 MHz toΔν=16 MHz. (b)Radial plasmaprofile of C2

- (blue) and e− (red) at threedifferent times togetherwith the velocity
histograms showing theBoltzmannfit at initialization and twodistributionswith the correspondingmeankinetic energy inKelvin.
(c)Temperature evolution for the case of photoelectron energies of E 0.46 eVe =- for C2

- (solid, blue) and e− (dashed, red) and for
E 20 meVe =- for C2

- (dashed–dotted, darkblue ) and e− (dotted, dark red). N N 0.7eC2 h=- - , for E k 1.74 KBC2á ñ =- .
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parameters as infigure 3. The result of theMonte Carlo simulation using 1100 C2
-molecules is depicted in

figure 4(a). Themean kinetic energy of all anions is calculated from the square of themean velocities from the
histograms shown infigure 4(b). A temperature reduction of a factor of∼5.5 is seen for a C2

-number decrease by
a factor of 2.5 after∼0.32 ms. Figure 4(c) plots the thermalization of C2

- and photoelectrons for a longer time
scale>0.32 ms using rate equations [45] for two different Ee−. Awindowof approximately 10 ms can be used to
performmeasurements on cold anionswhich is sufficient for spectroscopic analysis of C2

-of any
sympathetically cooled negative species or pulsed antihydrogen formation [21].

4. Summary

Adetailed computational study including all influencing trapping and optical parameters was performed using
GPU aided simulations for laser cooling of C2

- anions and the sympathetic cooling of p̄ stored in Penning traps.
Photodetachment cooling is discussed for the first time as an accessiblemethod to generate anions in the
subKelvin regime. For the typical density and temperature range investigated, this scheme relies on a systemof
only two commercially available lasers and allows for an approximately 10 ms long timewindow at ultracold
temperatures for experimentalmeasurements. The timewindow is found to be robust for awide range of
photodetachment energies. Further it was shown, by investigatingDoppler cooling, that C2

- could be a suitable
sympathetic coolant for p̄ in cryogenic environments enabling their preparation at lower temperatures than
currently achieved. Additionally, starting photodetachment cooling at even lower energies, e.g. after Doppler
cooling or using a trap at dilution refrigerator temperatures could potentially assist in the preparation of an
ensemble ofmK p̄. This stepwould permit the resonant charge exchange formation of ultracold antihydrogen
[21] (by employing available pulsed positronium sources [68]) and thus allows sensitive studies of CPT
symmetries and of theWEPwith neutral antimatter systems.
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